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Merkel: US an unreliable ally
German leader’s comments
further indication Trump’s
Europe visit didn’t go well
By ALISON SMALE
AND STEVEN ERLANGER
NEW YORK TIMES

BERLIN — Chancellor Angela
Merkel of Germany, Europe’s most
influential leader, has concluded,

after three days of trans-Atlantic
meetings, that the United States of
President Donald Trump is not the
reliable partner her country and the
Continent have automatically depended on in the past.
Clearly
disappointed
with
Trump’s reluctance to publicly endorse NATO’s doctrine of collective
defense — or to agree to common European positions on Russia, climate
change or global trade — Merkel

said in Munich on Sunday that traditional alliances were no longer as
steadfast as they once were, and that
Europe should pay more attention
to its own interests “and really take
our fate into our own hands.”
Her strong comments were a further indication that Trump’s trip did
not go down well with major European leaders and seems to have increased trans-Atlantic strains rather than diminished them.

“This seems to be the end of an
era, one in which the United States
led and Europe followed,” said Ivo
Daalder, a former U.S. ambassador
to NATO who is now the director
of the Chicago Council on Global
Affairs. “Today, the United States
is heading into a direction on key
issues that seems diametrically opposite of where Europe is heading.
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A father’s heartache

Homeland chief calls
attempts at contact with
Russia ‘a good thing’
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER
AND PETER BAKER
NEW YORK TIMES
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Kelseyville pastor Greg Hartman holds the burial flag of his son, Army Sgt. 1st Class David J. Hartman, who was killed by a roadside bomb in
Pakistan at the age of 27 in 2010. David Hartman was posthumously awarded a Bronze Star and Purple Heart.

Kelseyville man’s son killed by bomb during mission in Pakistan in 2010
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

G

reg Hartman, a Pentecostal church
pastor in Kelseyille, plans to spend
a relaxing day at home today, the
national holiday set aside for remembrance of the 1.2 million Americans who
have died serving their country during
wars since the nation’s birth.
He’s a Gold Star father, whose only son,
Army Sgt. 1st Class David J. Hartman,

was killed by a roadside bomb while on
a humanitarian mission in Pakistan on
Feb. 3, 2010.
Gary Hartman lives every day with the
pain of his personal loss, and regards
Memorial Day as a solemn occasion, not
the happy summer kickoff holiday it has
become for many.
“I don’t want people to ever forget what
these men and women have done,” said
Hartman, 53, a contractor who heads the
Pentecostal Church of God, a congrega-

tion that ministers to about 100 people in
Lake County. “It’s a time when we can
stop and think about all the men and women who have sacrificed everything.”
For several years after David Hartman,
27, was buried at Arlington National
Cemetery in Virginia and posthumously
awarded Bronze Star and Purple Heart
medals, his father attended Yuba City’s
Memorial Day celebration, “A Grateful

WASHINGTON — John Kelly, President Donald Trump’s
homeland security secretary, on
Sunday defended a reported effort by Jared Kushner, the president’s embattled son-in-law and
key adviser, to establish a secret
channel with Russia during the
transition, calling it “a good
thing.”
“Any information
flow
into the government and
then
considered by the
government, I
John
won’t criticize
Kelly
that,”
Kelly
said in an interview on ABC’s
“This Week.”
“All of these lines of communication are a positive thing, in
my opinion.”
Kelly’s remarks came amid
news that Kushner was a focus
of investigations into possible
collusion between Russia and
Trump’s associates during the
campaign and transition, a development that has consumed
an already beleaguered White
House.
The president, home again
after a nine-day trip overseas,
quickly turned his Twitter account back into a political weapon Sunday, assailing what he
called the “fabricated lies made
up by the #FakeNews media.”
Trump’s administration has
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San Francisco courts testing new
approach to crimes of homeless
By SUDHIN THANAWALA
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — Courts
around the country tried to ease
the burden of fines and fees in
the wake of riots in Ferguson,
Missouri, in 2014 that brought
attention to a torrent of traffic
and other minor citations that
saddled people with debt and
even sent them to jail.
But legal observers say no
court appears to have made as
dramatic an attempt at reform
as San Francisco, where judges no longer issue warrants to
arrest people who fail to show
up in court or pay tickets for
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infractions such as urinating in
public, loitering or sleeping in a
park — so-called quality-of-life
crimes that advocates say target
homeless people. The new policy
also applies to traffic violations.
“I’ve never heard of anything
like it,” said Bill Raftery, senior
analyst with the National Center for State Courts who has
studied court efforts to address
fees and fines.
San Francisco implemented
the change in 2015, but it went
largely unnoticed until late last
year when its court took the additional step of tearing up nearly 65,000 outstanding warrants
issued over five years for quali-
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ty-of-life infractions.
The court still assesses fines
and an additional $300 fee that
it tries to collect through an outside firm. But it does not seek
the person’s arrest for failing to
pay.
Many of the people facing the
infractions were homeless and
couldn’t afford the fines, court
spokeswoman Ann Donlan said.
“Throwing people in jail for
sleeping on the sidewalk is not
accomplishing anything,” she
said.
Travis Perot, 36, said he spent
more than two years on the
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BottleRock Wraps Up
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SRI LANKA FLOODING: 151 dead, 112 missing
as 442,000 flee rising waters on island nation
south of India / A10

harles Bradley plays on the final day of the BottleRock
music festival Sunday in Napa. The festival, in its fourth
year, drew music lovers from the Bay Area and the world.
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